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     the palm springs indian canyons are one of the most beautiful attractions to any palm 
springs visitor, especially if you love to hike. unlike other area trails, most of the trails 
in the indian canyons follow running streams, and are abundant in california fan palms, 
and many other types of vegetation and wildlife.

     to get to the palm springs indian canyons, take south palm canyon from highway 111 
and drive about two miles to the indian canyons tollgate. there are signs posted to help 
you find your way.  

PALM SPRINGS INDIAN CANYONS



difficulty: moderate to strenuous
elevation gain: about 300’
length: 3 miles roundtrip

(actual length of the victor trail is about 1.5 miles,  
but you have to hike on the palm canyon trail to reach it... )

     this trail loop combination (victor trail/palm canyon trail) offers some fantastic 
views of the indian canyons. you will see lot of rough steep canyons, cactus, lush-green  
palm-treed oases, and the ever beautiful san jacinto mountains as you make your way 
along the trail. the trail is rugged very rugged along the way, (especially the victor 
trail), and it has the usual loose rocky feel of the trails in the area. be sure you are 
wearing sturdy boots, a hat, sunscreen, and bring lots and lots of water, because  
temperatures can be in the 80-90 degree range even in the fall, winter and spring months. 
also, in years when the coachella valley and the san jacinto mountains have had a lot 
of rainfall, water levels in the canyon can get high, and there are two stream crossings 
to negotiate, so you might get a little wet. however, like any of the indian canyon trails, 
or any of the other coachella valley trails it provides the hiker with fantastic views of 
plant and wild life, and of the mountains and coachella valley.

     to get to the trailhead, use the directions to the indian canyons here, then  
continue along the main road until reaching its end at two large parking lots near the palm  
canyon indian trading post. to reach the trailhead, walk east from the trading post to end  
of the “overflow” parking lot, continue north where the trail is evident, cross the 
stream, and continue to the confluence of washes-the victor trail sign is located  
south and up the slope.

VICTOR TRAIL-PALM CANYON (INDIAN CANYONS)



difficulty: moderate to strenuous
beginning elevation: 760’

elevation gain: 460’
length: 10 miles

( actual length of fern canyon is 4 miles, but you have to hike on either 
the palm canyon trail or the wildhorse trail to reach it... )

     to reach this trail, follow the directions for the garstin trail (or you can reach it 
from the palm canyon trail...). once on the garstin, proceed up the garstin trail for 
about 2 miles and follow the sign for the wildhorse/berns/shannon trails. shortly 
you will come  to a y in the trail, keep right until you reach the trailhead sign for the 
fern canyon/vandeventer/hahn-buena vista/palm canyon trails. just keep following the  
trailhead signs until you reach the fern canyon trail. the trail will lead you to a  
beautiful plateau, which is noted for beautiful wildflowers in the spring time. follow 
the trail towards palm canyon, and you will be rewarded with a lush palm oasis at the 
foot of a giant boulder, covered with dripping water and gorgeous ferns. from here you  
can either backtrack the way you came, or continue into palm canyon and the indian  
trading post.

FERN CANYON TRAIL



     the maynard mine trail is a rugged uphill climb that leads to the remains of an old 
tungsten mine that was worked during w.w.ii by jim maynard. to get to this trail go to the 
agua caliente indian canyons, and after paying your fee (well worth it), take the road that 
leads to andreas canyon. after parking, cross the bridge to the left and follow the signs 
to the maynard mine trail.

      from the beginning, this trail climbs up the mountain without stopping. at times the 
trail is a little hard to follow, but you should be able to keep on it if you are careful.  
after about four miles of uphill climbing you will reach a ridge that overlooks the  
canyon to the right. at that point you will have gained about 2,200 feet in elevation. to 
continue on, descend about ¾ of a mile into the canyon, where you will find what remains 
of the mine. there is an old gasoline powered engine and about an 8- 10 foot hole.

     when ready, return by the same trail. by the time you reach your car you will be tired, 
but you will have been treated to many wonderful views of the canyons, the coachella 
valley, and the mountain peaks beyond.

THE MAYNARD MINE TRAIL



length: 1/2 to 15 miles (depends on how far you want to hike...)

     directions: after entering the indian canyons continue on the main road about 2 1/2 
miles to the trading post. park in the spaces provided and follow the signs down the can-
yon to the trailhead.

     after walking down the paved trail that leads from the trading post, continue to the 
right up into the canyon. you will be treated to abundant groves of palm trees and other 
desert vegetation, as well as many different types of desert wildlife. continue hiking  
upstream for about 1/2 mile where you will cross over the streambed and head up the left 
side of the canyon. after about another 1/4 of a mile you will come to an intersection. 
to continue further up the palm canyon trail turn right and cross over the creek. here 
you will begin to climb above the oasis. if you are prepared and willing, you can continue 
up this trail for 15 miles where it intersects highway 74 south of pinon pines. however, 
don’t try this unless you are in extremely good shape and have proper provisions.

     if you are not into hiking the full 15 miles to pinon pines, palm canyon offers many  
other trails that will give the hiker beautiful views of the oasis, waterfalls, and the  
beautiful rugged san jacinto mountains, and the santa rosa mountains in the distance. 
some of the favorite destinations in palm canyon include “lost paradise,” and “bullseye 
rock.” for more information on how to reach these destinations in palm canyon i highly 
recommend purchasing philip ferranti’s book: “100 great hikes in and near palm springs” 

     during warm weather be advised that there are rattlesnakes in the area (especially in 
palm canyon because of the abundant water and food supply . . . ), so watch your step and 
stay on the trail. be sure to bring plenty of water, and hike safely.

PALM CANYON TRAIL



length: 2 to 6 miles (depending on how far you want to go... )

     directions: after entering the indian canyons take the road to the right up to the  
parking area. after parking, follow the signs to the trailhead.
     
     the murray canyon trail is a moderately difficult hike that gives the hiker more of a 
challenge than andreas canyon. it will take you further and higher into the san jacinto 
mountains than the andreas canyon trail, and it is abundant in california fan palms and 
other desert vegetation which makes it a nice change from so many of the other palm 
springs area hikes. the trail wanders through the canyon and along the stream for a 
lot of the journey, so be extra careful when ever there is strong or high runoff as the 
rocks can be very slippery.

     if you take your time on the hike and look around, you will see many different assorted 
cacti, desert willows, and cottonwood trees. there is also abundant wildlife, including 
countless species of insects,  birds, lizards, and also some snakes. during warm weather 
be advised that there are rattlesnakes in the area, so watch your step and stay on the 
trail. be sure to bring plenty of water, and hike safely.

MURRAY CANYON TRAIL



length: about 2 miles
 

     directions: after entering the indian canyons take the road to the right up to the  
parking area. after parking, follow the signs to the trailhead.

     the andreas canyon trail is an easy trail that takes the hiker up the right side of 
the canyon, following a stream that wanders through groves of california fan palms.  
the canyon is a stark contrast to the usual desert hiking trail due to the abundant  
vegetation that grows along the stream. one almost feels like they are in a “jungle”  
environment, instead of desert. if you look closely, you will also see many different 
birds and other animals, along with countless insects. after hiking about one mile, the 
hiker comes to a wire fence that signals the end of the trail. at this point you can cross 
the stream and return via the other side of the canyon, or you can return the way you 
came. the left side of the canyon gives the hiker a view of the canyon from above it  
a little, and is very much worth the effort.

     during times of mountain runoff, the stream can become a little treacherous to 
cross. be careful of slippery rocks, and always use common sense when hiking. during the  
warmer months of the year there is always the chance of coming across rattlesnakes, so 
be alert and watch your step.

ANDREAS CANYON



     the araby trail can be reached by turning off highway 111 onto southridge rimcrest 
which is just a short distance to the right from the parker. the trail can be found on the 
left (south) side of the road just before the guard gate.

     when you turn onto southridge rimcrest road, turn immediately to the right for  
parking. walk up the paved road and the trail will be to the left.

     the trail boasts sensational coachella valley views and takes you past the bob hope 
house. if you continue up the trail, you will access the berns, garstin and henderson 
trails. there are no picnic tables but an abundance of rocks can be found to sit on and 
enjoy the views of the valley. the 1.6 mile trail is considered moderately difficult.

THE ARABY TRAIL


